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cto In this paper we investigate the combinationaf complexity of oolean functions 
satisfying a certain property, q,W. A function of n variables has the q,,, property if there: are 
at least m functions obtainable from each way of restricting it to a subset of I~I- -k variables. 
k-4 
ow that the comp?exity of a ;pJ”. 9 function is no less than 6 
much improved. &r her, we find that for each k, there ,ase ‘P’ k, ak functims with complex@ 
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have shown recently that particular Boolean functions which encode finite portions 
of a variety of decision problems from mathematical logic and automata theory 
have exponential combinational complexity. However, the proof te 
there does not appear likely to yield lower bounds on the combinational compkxity 
of functions whose complexity isbounded by polynomials in the number of variabIes. 
In this paper we investigate a property whkh reflects 8 way in which a function 
pends on subsets of its variables, and we obtain small but non-trivial linear lower 
bounds on the combinational complexity of functions with the property. Similar 
properties havt:: recently been investigated by Schnorr [Sc/4_(, who also obtains 
small linear lower bounds on combinational complexity, and by Neciporuk me66], 
who obtains roughly quadratic lower boimds dn ize of Boolean formulas. 
A function of n variables has the ?$& property e are at least ll different 
functions obtainablie from each way of restricting it to a subset of n-k variables. 
@ret-:ise definitions appear in Section 2, below). Let c (Z?$J be the least number 
of tl,vo input gates sufkient to construct combinational networks for one of the 
functions in 5&. 
In Section 3 we prove c @&) = n- 1 and c (Fz,3) = it. In Section 4 we show 
c(%) 2 
7n-4 
6 by deriving simple structural constraints on networks corn- 
puting ‘$& functions and then translating these constraints into a linear programm- 
ing problem. In Section 5 we &QW that c (9&) < @OR+ 1)/V by exhibiting net- 
works for 5?3,5 functions. Since 
7n-4 
6 
5u 1.16% and G- R l.l76n, the bounds 
are ftily close. In Section 6 we consider the Pk,& functions. \Ve present asimple Pk,,k 
function d;ue to M. Rabin, Using this function as the basis, we then show construc- 
tively that there are infkitely many Pk,2 k functions with linear complexity. 
review the formal definitions of combinational networks and the functions they 
compute. 
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e q~ and v are nodes in %! such that there is a directed path in % from 423 tov,, 
y is called a sotciree Nick to y, and v is called a successor node to y. 
L;ource no& add a successor node to itself, A gate with out-c 
-:a e schematically in g. 1 with the associated Boolean knction written 
~~~~~de the half-disc. 
Fig. I. A gate with fan-out k 
A node with in-dqrec 0 is called a twrahble node. A variable node with out-degree k
is represented schematically in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. A variable node with fan-out k 
In a network with variable nodes labelled xl, . . . . x,,, the variable no 
with variable xf is &id to compute the projection function, U,“(q, . . . . x,) = x1* 
Proceeding inductively, agate qu labelled with a Boolean function & oj’ two arguments 
is said to comptrte the function j&,, . . . . x,,) == h(&,(x1, . . . . xJ,&,,(xl, . . . . x,,,)) where 
pl, v2 and f,,,, fq2 are the first and second input nodes to Q, and the functions they 
compute. The network as a whole will be said to compute the function associated 
in this way with the output node. 
For example, the zletwo 9Z1 in Fig. 3 computes the function f (xl, x2, x3) = 
= xi A (x, a3 x3). ie use 0 to denote sum module 2.) Note that the network (X2 
also computes J 
nimum of c (32), where 32 ranges over al 
L. 3. . SA 
001ean functionfis said to have Ithe x,m properly ifn 3 k, 1 V(f)1 = 
X of k variables in VW, i( 2 m. 
za2 property if and only if 1 V(f)1 = n. 
Be “‘fE or “f is 5qAI)) to mean f has the 5?fm property* z,, will 
of all oolean functions wit P$&,,, property and Pk,n = 
are said to be C?$!! til ifthey compute functions with this property. 
oolean function wit f# %-1,rm121, thm the= 
abIes in V(f) such that I( < [IW/~]- 1. E#ene, I{fzey}~ 
set X of varistbks and assignment A of X. But then for any 
= {f ~‘y} u {f f”} has at most 2 ([m/2] - 1) < m - 1 members, 
\ 
minimize 
eorcm in linear programming will be used in Section 
y lower bound for 9& functions. For t reader’s conveniene 
real values for x1, . . . . 3c, 
i-1 
subject o 
m 
c j 65 
yf 3 0 for i E Z, yf unconstrained in sign for i E E. 
or a reference on 
rogramming, for cx 
JILing, see any Stan linear 
c cz.2) c (Z.3) 
n this section investigate! c (So!, a) an 
Fig. 4. A forbidden subnetwork ffor P&J 
at is, of two variable nodes are in same gate, then at least one of them 
1s also an. input to some other gate. are input nodes to the gate ‘p only, 
the23 WC ezu3 obviously express f(q, . . . . XJ as b f&(x, x,), yip . . . . y& whereh (2, yI,. 
y& is some oolean function of n- 1 variables, fs is the function labelling gate p, 
I.3 yn-2 are in (2~~ . . .. xM} - (xl, x3). nce (f”+ c {hz) .= {RL,, Iit?) and 
inality at most two, contradicting the assumption that f~ ‘9&. 
Mow since networks are acyclic, there Is in any network one gate both of whose 
nodes are variables. Thus since % cannot have a subnetwork 
there is at least one variable node in 92 with out-degree two. 
:r of output arcs in ?!I b (total number of gates)+(total number of variable 
nodes + I)- E = ~G~+pq 3 jG(+n. refore 2 IlGl > IGl+n, and so c u) B 
3 IGj 23 Id. 
x8 is obviously z 2 an Ie wit - II gates labelled with t 3 
en x h f is also 
vadabte y. 
irst we show t 
members of {fx A f)“]. 
Supposef is *J& w iomtprope ~iy thatfoP # ff for my varicrbte y. 
Let x be a variab (f). K4ken x @ f is atso !3& such that (x @ f 1:: # $i0r 
for any variab e y and constant a! because jTis 
nonconstant and ~“-3 in order to set x @ f to a constant we:. ave to set x and at feast 
one variable in to constants. 
e a set llesill V(x@f); 
, s function, 92 a tinimum gate network computingf, Vthe set of variable 
in %. Assume f depends on afl its arguments 
had a: minimum number of gates. 
classify the gates in 32. into t&e types: 
1) 43. iso:P A,Plq-type, or p E At4, wherep 3 1, q >, 1, k 3 0, ifqdmout-degree k,
cond input nodes to 9 are variable nodes with out-degreep and q, 
appropriate modification to Q) if necessary, we can suppose that 
use # to replace 93, where #(a, b) = p (b, a); the result- 
tlie same reasoning as in (I), we can suppose t 
or 9 E Ckn where k 3 0, if Q) lws cmt-degmz k and both input 
$-ty~4~ gate y, then qp cannot 
2 0, i.e. no wbnetwork of the for#m inFig. ‘9. 
. 7. Condition ( is forbidden subnetwork 
An Apt-type ga cannot be the 4 t node to a &type gate, ie,, na subnetwsrllc 
_fhm ih Fig. 8. 
k 
Fig. 8. Condition (c), a forbidden subnetwork for 93.5 
(d) A w&able node of out-degree 2 cbmnot be, an input node of both an AZ* l-type gate 
an Al;*’ -type gate for j 3 0, k 2 0, i.e. no subnetwork clip the form in Fig. 9. 
ig. 9. Condition (cl], a! forbidden sub.uetwor 
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ad y, ad yl, g-s A--~ E {XI, .Ugp G)- (xr, XJ). 
eardinality at most four (since there are only four possible 
contradicting the assumption that f is 5P3,s. 
{ii-+ which has 
ments to (2, x,)), 
ram the restrictions (a)-(d) in Lemma 4.1 we will be able to deduce that c [J’) = 
i PI 
~ 3’sr-4 
* -U-o 6 
Mote that (a)-(d) only concern the local connecte 
of 32. ’ ese local constraints imply linear inequalities relating the number of AzSR 
Bl and Ck=tygz gates in 92 which we use to derive our lower bound on c(f). 
et up4, g and clt, be the number of A kpIq, B[ and C” tme of gates in %I respectively, 
ThUS 
Some of the variables in equatibln (1’) can be eliminated. Note t at by Lemma 4.1 (a), 
we h;;ve &l = 0 for all k >, 0. Also, in any network, variables entering the unique 
output node must obviously have out-degree exactly one, so &a = 0 ftx p 3 q 3 1 
and ii”, = 0 for p 3 2. 
lth these variables elimi we require a si ng notation for sums and 
unions over indices p, 4, k. the range of k 1, mention of this range 
will be suppressed, as will be the range of p 
l 0f conditions p >, q 3 1, p 2 2. 
JS, under these conventions equation 
and Q WI&en this range is defined by tl.9 
(1’) becomes 
(1) 
m 1, we obtain the foHsw~,g additional inequalities. 
An Az*%ype gate has a unique variable inp t with out-degree 2. s we 
can define a mapping 
variable node to q of out-degree is also an in 
. II (d), cannot be an AiD1 -type gate, so 9’ is either oft 
3 k-2 i. hus if we let 
NS i71 
so {g-‘(p’)),kEL gives 
main Qg) = U Aigl, and hence 
l = IU 4’11 = l IJ g-“(p’)l =;: Is-‘WI s fp’tx 
k#l 
A &type gate has only one output arc, so it has a nrnique output j;l~+de. 
here is a unique node ~JP’ which is the first non-Bf success 
t @ c Bi be the !kmily of B&type gates which have -type gates, 1, 
as the first non-B: successor node. 
family of B&type gates which have B,P-type, or Ck-typc gates, 
first non-B1 successor node. 
Clearly Bi = & u$, and & n@ = 0. 
Define 
a:&-, n B; 
kfl. 
y 5 (‘) = p’ if 9’ is the fkst non-B: suc~x~sor node of q. Note that if 5 (e)) = q~‘, 
then by Lemma 4.1(b), 43 is in fa n input node to t$ ut a B&type gate has only 
me input node which is a gate. ence g is one-to-on 
I&l = Ii @:)I < I U B:J = "z Is; . 
k#l kfl 
I.& $j = {y :y is an arc from a gate to a B$type or ype gate, p b 2, k 3 0). 
Each g-type gate has one input arc connected to a gate, while a &type gate has 
both input arcs ccanected to gates, sti 
can define a mapping 
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by letting ?a(& be the output arc of 47. 
c ay = IUA:‘“l = ll! (U &q. 
632 Pa2 Pa4 
Ak$ if y ~g (I$], then y is the output arc of some Bi-type gate, so y $ rh ( U &ml). 
Pa43 
Hence g (Bf) cz @-h ( U A:.‘), and so 
032 
Thus we conclude that 
. Note that total number of output arcs from gates = 
x ka:Bu + c kbl +>I kc,. 
Pa& 
On the other hand, one input node to a B$tjpe gate is a gate, and both input nodes 
to C&pe gate are gates. Since each arc from a gate is both an input arc and an 
output arc, the total number of output arc:3 from gates = total number of input 
arcs that come from gates =: 
Thus 
S n = 1 Vi = total number of variable nodes in 92 
ach output arc of ode 
s over all arcs is 13. 
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an 
an Ap*-type gate 9, has two variable input nodes, one with out-degree JJ 
other with out-degree q, and so the sum of weights over input arf:s to Q, 
1 I 
~~-_+. . I 
P c 
. Similarly, the sum of weights over input arcs to a .J?$type gate is - 9 
P 
9 sum of weights over input arcs to a C&ype gate is 0. nce we also have 
of weights over all arcs 
= C sum of weights over all input arcs to 9) 
9CG 
C( 
1 
+I -_ -- 
AI’@ P q > 
1 r = P+ .?- 4 > aiaQ+b&t= c -!- et):, and (5) follows. Q.E.D. pa1 P 
Finally, since 32 has only one node (the output node) with out-degree 0, 
li;+c, = I. (6) 
With inequalities (l)-(6) we are now ready to find a lower ound for c(f). 
.rem 4.1. If f is 5?&, #hen c cf) 2 W-4 6 . 
Pro&. SuppoaeJr is 9s. 5 311 is an optimal network computing f, G is the set of gates 
in %, and a~‘*, k bP and zk are the number of A:*‘, Bi and Ck type gates in ‘,I, p >, 
3 q 3 1, k 2 0, TLen E (f) = 1621, and 32 satisfies inequalities (l)-(6) above. Hmce 
if z* is the z-value of t optimal solution t.o the following linear program (9):. 
then c(f) 3 z? 
(3 M inimize .z = c akp*’ +bi+x bf+ c ck p>l k>Q 
subject o inequalities (446) above and also 
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@a + 0 + ;I) Y4 < I,p>3,k$2 (a”;‘) 
2Yl ky3 -)- ‘Y4 gl,k>,l (a23 
Yi kY3 + .(;+;I Y4 < 1,~ 3 3, k 3 1 (a”;‘) , 
kY3 +<$ + i) Y4 Q 1, p 2 q 2 3, k 3 1 (a*$‘) 
Y2 *- Ys+ Y4+-Ys G 1 (b ) : 
-Y2 + Y4 $1 (b ) : 
y2 +-(k-=~)Y,+- Y4 < l,k>2 i (b) : 
Yr+&k+(k-l)y3+ iY4 <l,k>l (b 1 i
2Y,s(k-~)Y,-t 34* <l,p>,3,kal k (b’? 
4u2-2Y3 +y, G 1 ( ) CO
4Y2 +(k-2) Y3 <l,kal f 1 @It 
with yt 3 0; yg 2 0, and y3, y4, ys unconstrained in sign. 
A feasi’ule solution to (CD) is @I = % / 12, & = l/6, g3 = - l/3, y4 = 7/6, 75 = 
= -2/3t,* which gives ii = n (716) + (-213) = (7n -4)/6. Thus c (f) 2% i3 = 
= (7Iz -t Q/6. QED. 
IIn fact,, the x*-traiue of the optimal solution to (9) is (7n-4)!6. If we set all 
variablles except a2 l ’ 1 , b& b:, bf and cl to 0, and make all the inequalities into equa- 
lities, then (9) reduces to 
z* = &I +b:+b;+b: + cl 
subject to - a2i1 +b; = 0, 
-2a2i1+b;+b:-t-2b~+4cl s 0, 
2,1 
Ql -b; 
fa2;‘+b;+b:-+;bf I= n, 
bA 
and all variables are non-negative. 
ations, we obtain a”i’ = 
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e 0ptima.f solution to (9) contains some important clues about the kirrci, of 
3 Q use in, constn;&ing small networks for Pa,5 functions. The ‘low-cost” PSg5 
X-TJI s described next were discovered losing these clues. 
gemark that our lower bound does not take into account the labels of (oper- 
a& ..s performed by) the gates. Attending to these labels may yield additional 
nstraints on the numbers of different kinds and connections of gates, and may 
reby yield a slightly improved lower bound. hiowev such an analysis appears 
to be quite tedious, and as the results to follow will w, our bound cannot be 
much improved. 
A proof that c (P3.(l) 2 (10~7/9) has been included in the book by Savage 
because of its pedcgggical superiority: It is much simpler than the preceding 
oof and entirely elementary, et the coefficient of n is still greater than one. 
5, Upper bounded for c (flJ 
ID this section we develop a procedure for generating new Tag5 functions and 
networks from given Y3, 4 functions and networks. By an argument similar to the 
one used in ‘Theorem 2, we prove in detail that c 
9n-5 -7 for infinitely 
many n; we ialso indicate how to obtain a slightly better upper bound of (20~2 - 1)/17. 
Lmma 5.1 Suppose fi, . f2, g1 tmd glt are Boolean functions such that 
fl ;P f29 91 # 09 s2 # 0 Qmi Wfl) v w5N n wh) v w.h)) = 0. 
Then 
fidd g1 7vb 92. 
Proof. Let F = VCJ;) u V (fi). Since fi $ f2, we can, by symmetry, suppose that 
there is an assignment A of F such that 
cf) ,i=Oand(Qz= 1. 
ence (f; h g ,)X == 0 while (f;: ,r\ g2)z = 1 A g2 = g 
a non-zero function, so (fl Ag ,):z # cfi Ag,>% an 
y assumptiork g; is 
A g1 #j5A 92. 
andf~, gf are nm-constant 
P any uariabte x aad constant a. Then Y ariy set Xof two imriables 
and [not necessarily distinct) assignments A, R of X. 
assi 
b 
)nX=Oor Y(g)nX=& 
Case 1. IV(f) n Xl = 1 and IV 
is non-constant. conclude 
try we can suppose X n Y(f) = 0. is nonlconstant, nei 
xe is an ass ment ut then 
Jr 
f a 
on~co~t~t,~r any wrila&le x and constant a. ~~~~~oseFurther 
w FQ), and k = JV @ CfA g)* 
is also 5?3,,5 and h;l” is non-constant for any p.rariabIe x and constant Q. 
t X be a set ofthree distinct variables in V (IQ. 
y & AK or (2) y 4s X. 
re are two cases: 
, it 
01: 
a 5. ave ,- 
se we have a !P& function h (.x1, .. . . x,) with the 
iable x and constaut a. Also suppose 
es computing h. 
h”’ = k (xi, . . . . xi*) an 
p+ 1) = sp;r @ (h (x7+‘, . .. . xz”) A hfn), for n 2 1, 
fmztion. tThis claim can easily be checked by hand or by w 
etry, there am only nine sets of two varia 
Fig. 10. A P3,5 network 9?i 
s ‘7 gates and 6 variable nodes, thus by Corollary 5.1, for iniinitely many N, 
c CS,,) G 
(7+2)N-2*6+7 9N-5 c 
6+1 7 l 
2, For infinitely many N > 0, 
NOW consider the network F with subnetwork 9tT as shown in Fig. 11. 
by the network 3: satisfies the same two properties (i) and (ii). 
The networ g. 10 satisfies properties (i) an (ii) of Theorem US 
by n ai?plicati eorem 5.2, we have a !?$, 5 ne rk with F = 20n es 
and PI” = 1%+6 variable nodes. 
.3. For infinitely many :’ 0, 2OAr- I c (9&j 6 1, 0 
In this section we first develop aprocedure, similar $0 that in Section 5, for generating 
near 5Dk,2k functions fr given 9k,zk function, e then present a simple 9&k 
function due to M. k + 3) variables with complexity no more 
than 13 (k-+1) (2k+3j. conclude that from the 9k,m propertyr alone only a linea 
lower bound on COT nal complexity 
proofs of the following two lemmas, orollary 6.1 are sim- 
to those in Sectior! 5 and are omitte . (Detailed proofs may 
en for any set 
of X, fiis not constant. 
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e Suppme there exjsts u ‘x,& finction co,mputable by a network 
gates. Then for infidtely many N > 0, there exists a 3& 
~ (pt2)N-2rru=+p m-m- 
m+l -• 
a741 observed the folIowing simple fiuxtion to be !7&2k. 
t 9 be the family cf all undirected graphs on +3) vertices ul, . . . . 
Define a function fn on Q as follows: 
1 if there are two adjacent nodes in G both with degree > n+ 3. 
ices can be identified with its k x k node-node incidence matrix. 
s is also the :family of all (2n +- 3) x (2~2 + 3) oolean symmetric matrices with 
along the main diagonal. Hence fn can be regarded as a Boolean function of the 
(n+ 1) (%+3) oolean variables ai,j where 1 < i < j < 2n + 3. 
= (at ,), 1 < i < j < 2n+3. Note at each assignment, T, of P 
corresponds to a graph G in 0, and v;3: = f,@). enceforth we omit the subscript 
on fp 
Suppose IV is a set of n variables in P, and A, are :wo distkt assignments of N. 
Ye need only show fz # f g. Thus it is sufficient to d an assignment Cof P--N 
tj.& fly;" = 1 and fi;'i* = 0. 
ithout loss of generality we can suppose ttIS2 E N, P and B (u~,~) = 6. 
r any assignment D and variable x, 4) notes the value assigned 
of N gives at most 
8 Ueyer e74b] observe 
of its variables. 
plexity lineiar in the number 
%J < 13 h+1)(2n+3). 
Note fn(P) = V&,,(P), w 
S\i 
ri=1 , . . . . 2n+ 3, let g1 be suet that 
Then for each pair (i, j) with i e j& = a,,f A @, A g,). if we have networks 
computing l, . . . , g2n+3, then for each fi, j) with i < j, we only need two pi-gates 
to construct a network for eachf,,, and (n+ 1) (2n+3)- 1 v-gates to combine t 
us ccf) G [(n+l)@n+3)-1]+2~(n+-1)(2nJ-3)+ 
Now, it is known (for example, see Savage [Sa74]) t
old function defined ‘5~ 
rc&- 
us for E’ = 
82 ) J. E. SAVAGE 
can probably 
the following theorem. 
at the function match on bipartite graphs with 2n 
match (B) = 
I 
1 if tlxre is a perfect matching in 
0 otherwise, 
_:L),LiR-~, as is the determinant function (modulo 2) of an 12 xIt Boolean matrix 
J,, All known networks computing match or the determinant use at least 0 (n”) 
gates, and we conjecture that their combinational complexity is not Iinear in thi= 
zr of variables. Theorem 6.2 reveals that other properties of t 
:o be considered in order to prove a nonlinear lower bound o 
c (determinant). 
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